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My father is outside shoveling.
I can hear the scrape of the scratched metal on the raw cement,
I can feel the heat radiate from inside our house to the outside.
When the door drifts open, the temperature drops with it,
snow flecks in on little wispy currents
that trail its tendrils down the hall, raising goosebumps on my arms.
My father digs a 20 foot trench and scales its icy insides
His foot itches at the same spot on the snowy cliffs so that
he has to move slightly to the left
slightly to the left. His steps reach up only briefly, then
slip back down. Lingering
when he is done, there is a ring of polished ice
above him: the snow and his daughter.
He sits down in his self-made valley.
His breath pulses in the still air, never feeling heavier
the snow stirs up in great plumes, never feeling lighter
Inside the house, I am in my bed. Dreams are still melting
the liquid sound the icicles make as they drip against my window
seep into my subconscious mind. Put the kettle on the stove to boil
Wait for the leaky faucet to stop, screw it around and around
but the sound is still there.
I keep turning.
My father has made a tunnel. A labyrinth, he calls it.
It twists and turns under the skin of our yard

like empty veins.
He labors outside the kitchen window, tugging the corners in
folding them down around him
down and around,
From the first bright rays of sunlight, when they strike the earth
to the melting snow
that drips from the pine.
I'm inside with the oven on, dropping batter straight into the muffin pans
bare metal gleaming.
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My father is setting up traps.
He thinks it best to keep a few skeletons around
to let people know
to give them warning.
Before they wipe their feet on our doormat
and see the 'Home, sweet home' buried under all that cold.
When I wake up
my father is stomping his boots on our front porch
snow falls onto our threadbare carpet, turning to water
when it hits the floor. I sweep it up and put the kettle on the stove to boil.
Choose the tea from the cupboard, help him out of his coat.
When I look away across the yard,
the lawn is on fire- the snow is melting.
It looks like spring.
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